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thats not to say that the gameplay on offer in the game is poor, far from it. instead, the game
offers very little in the way of depth, which is more than apparent when you consider that

theres no tutorial or explanation of anything, you are simply thrown into the game and
expected to figure it out yourself. as a result, players are often left floundering when trying to
put together a deck for the first time, and even when they have a starting deck they are often
struggling to find the ideal cards to make it work. magic 2015 is no exception and is a game

that really should have been given more attention and time to make sure that it wasnt rushed
into the final stages of the development process. on the surface, magic is a brilliant experience,
but i was left quite underwhelmed as it is neither easy to learn nor easy to play. im not saying

that there is anything wrong with that, but for a game about magic its too easy to get lost in the
mire of game mechanics. at the risk of sounding like the magic voice in the title sequence,

theres no magic here, just a quite good card game that has been well-executed, but sadly its
quite a bit like any other card game and its accessibility is perhaps the only negative review

point of this review. the animation is also extremely clumsy. the characters movement is very
stiff and jerky, as if the game is trying to mimic the graphics from a bygone era of gaming. the

environments also often fail to be authentic to the lore of the planes, with the city of bones
being more like a modern city than an ancient dwarven relic. the art is also somewhat

uninspiring. and the in-game music, while cute, is also horribly generic. with the number of
components that have to work well to keep the game enjoyable, it comes as no surprise that
the best aspect of the game is its addictive gameplay. duels of the planeswalkers 2015 is a
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spectacularly fun, addictive, enjoyable board game that dares to be different. its not an easy
game to put down, and will keep you entertained for many hours.
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a fun, if limited experience. it also makes it surprisingly simple to play online. the matches are
fast, the opponents are smart, and the card mechanics are smartly designed to ensure youll

always find a way to win. players will find there is a lot to do once the campaign is finished, with
the multiplayer being perhaps the most fun part of magic 2015. its also a good way to get a bit
of free dlc for your existing collection of magic cards. its a fun game, but its not one to play if
you enjoy direct competition over the internet. it suffers from a lack of player progression and

an overly simple storyline, but it works well enough to be worth a purchase for magic
enthusiasts. the card game is an ever-changing beast, and the way the duels of the

planeswalkers series has developed is fascinating. it has begun as an unofficial, community-
created game, and as magic online has been providing a more direct experience for players the

duels series has been evolving to provide the best experience possible. its a fascinating
learning curve in many ways and while the numbers game may not be a factor for players the

real game, there's no question that it has changed duels of the planeswalkers from a great card
game to a great videogame, and even those who enjoy the real life game will be glad to play it
on a pc. its by no means the perfect game, but it makes for a more enjoyable experience than
the previous editions and its easy to see how the developers will be able to improve it as the

duels franchise continues. the game plays similarly to the other mtg games as you use a deck
of 100 face down cards and a shuffled deck of 100 face up cards. you then draw the cards from

the deck until you have 10 in your hand. you can then use your 10 cards to build your own
unique deck, selecting cards from the 100 face down cards. the cards are laid out in a specific

way for the game, and you can use any of the face up cards as well. once youve built your
deck, you play a game of magic, attempting to take out your opponent by using spells and

creatures from your deck and their hand. this is where the game really starts. youll be whittling
away at your opponent, aiming to knock them out of the game, or at the very least, to win.
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